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SETTING T H E  STAGE 

The cryptanalysts working for the Signals Intelligence 
Service' (31s) of the U.S. Army knew how crucial it was to decipher 
and read Japanese secret messages. But this new code, "Purple," 
wasn't breaking. 

For eighteen months the team struggled with this difficult 
Japanese diplomatic code. Then, one day in September 1940, 
Genevieve Grotjan made a discovery that would change the course of 
history. By analyzing and studying the intercepted coded messages, 
she found a correlation that no one else had yet detected. This 
breakthrough enabled other cryptanalysts to find similar links.2 
Shortly thereafter, SIS, along with the U.S. Navy, built a "Purple" 
analog machine to decode the Japanese diplomatic messages. 

Almost sixty years later, Frank Rowlett, a cryptologic 
pioneer and head bf khe "Purple" team, remembered that historic 
day. 'What [Genevieve] Grotjan did was a big step forward and was 
very significant in the solution of the 'Purple.' " Her discovery, and 
the work of other team members, allowed the United States to read 
secret Japanese diplomatic messages and to continue reading them 
throughout World War IT. 

Genevieve Grotjan's contribution to the Allied victory 
cannot be measured. Nor can the contributions of the thousands of 
women serving their country through the field of cryptography. 
Like Genevieve, many women working in cryptology during World 
War I1 were civilians; thousands of others were in the military. 

VOLUNTEERING FOR DUTY 

President Franklin Roosevelt signed the bill establishing 
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) on May 15,1942.' A 
few months later, on July 30, he signed a similar bill for the Wavy 



which created the Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency 
Service, more commonly known as the WAVES. 

Women across the country volunteered for military duty. 
The New York Times stated that 10,000 women reported to Army 
recruiting stations the fust day the WAAC accepted applications for 
officer training.' The applications had to be returned in only one 
week; even so, the Army received over 35,000 applications. They 
had fewer than 1,000 officer positions available.' Likewise, the 
Navy began receiving hundreds of requests each day for 
applications, even before the forms were available. They received 
nearly 25,000 requesh for only 900 oficer cornrni~sions.~ 

Women who joined the military relieved men working in 
noncombat positions. These men were desperately needed to fight 
the battles overseas. One observer described the situation this way: 

Aa the war got under way the drain upon manpower brought 

the Sipal Intelligence Service into keen competition for pemonnel 

with industry and other government agencies. Not o d y  was it difficult 

to obtain deferment for male civilian employees, but it was almost 

impossible tc keep many of the younger oEcers qualified for overseas 

assignments, but badly needed at Headquarters, from being put on 

orders for shipment to theaters of operations. In view of this 

'uncopasetic' situation the Signal IntelIigence Service turned its 

attention b the procurement of (1) military personnel, particularly 

Wacs, (2) female civilians, and (3) males who had been given def~rred 

statw by Gelective S e r v i ~ . ~  

Cryptography was one of the most vital of these "sit-down" 
jobs. The Army and Navy had sizeable cryptographic offices; 
however, even they were small compared to their eventual size at 
the height of the war. The Army's Signal Intelligence Service had 
331 people, military and civilian, when Pear1 Harbor was attacked 
on December 7, 1941. The Navy's communications security section 
(OP-20-G) had 730 people, Navy personnel and civilians who worked 
in radio intelligence, cryptography, and security. Their work 



involved cryptanalysis, cryptographic development and security, 
and laboratory work for photographic services and special inks. The 
SIS worked closely with the Second Signal Service Battalion, which 
provided radio intelligence? 

Only those women meeting higher qualifications were 
admitted into cryptologic work. Women in the Army had to meet 
officer qualifications, as well as have strong mathematics or 
language skills. The Navy competed with the Army for women with 
similar qualifications and offered onicer status for cryptographers.1° 

However, both services placed a higher value on a woman's 
integrity than on her skills. A woman with the right qualifications, 
but not trained in cryptography, could learn the skills. But a woman 
whose loyalty was in question, no matter how qualified, could not be 
selected for this highly classified work. In a memo from the Navy's 
cryptologic office, OP-20-G, Captain Laurance Safford responded to a 
query concerning the recruitment of women: 

In view of the confidential nature of the work done in this 

section, it is essential that all personnel be especially selected for 

integrity. Individual qualifications are of sewndary concern, and 

used only as a basis for assignments aRer integrity has been 

established." 

Anyone working in the field had a thorough background 
investigation. This delayed the acceptance of personnel into 
cryptography, but could not be avoided. The security of the work 
required trustworthy people. 

Since most of the operating personnel of the Signal 

[Intelligence Sewicel were entrusted with SECRET and TOP 

SECRET cryptographic and cryptanalytic matters decting the 

security ofthe nation a sa  whole, the Agency in all its recruitingof 

personnel sought individuals: 



1. ofexcellent charackr who were citizens, preferably native 

born, of the United Shtes; 

2. who had no intimate connections with foreignerg in the 

United States or foreign countries; 

3. whoae loyalty, integrity, discretion, and trustworthiness 

were unquastioned; and 

4. whose fmamial Ettatm andlor habits were ~uch as to render 

unlikely their suocurnbing to any temptations that might 

endanger national mcuri@.12 

Due to the secret nature of the work, recruitment was 
difficult. The Signal IntelIigence Service conducted several 
recruitment drives for buth civilians and Wacs. However, the type of 
positions for which they needed people could not be adequately 
advertised. An article in the New York Times described 
assignments as "highly confidential work of great tactical 
importance, closely connected with the safety of our forces on the 
fighting front." l5 '8 

The Navy had its own recruiting concerns. Many women 
performing cryptologic duties were already working for the Navy as 
civilians. For these women, and the Navy, there were benefits to 
their remaining civilian. From the women's point of view, they 
worked during the day, received vacations, and could quit if they 
chose. OP-20-G civilians could not be absent from their work 
attending the Navy's indoctrination school. However, there were 
also benefrts for the Navy if the women joined the service. As 
WAVES, they would do communications work for the duration of the 
war, and they could be assigned to the less desirable shifts, such as 
nights and weekends. So it  was a mixed message the female 
civilians received from Commander John Redman, head of OP-20-G, 
when Congress considered a Women's Naval Reserve: 



Weemwurageddvkwrt~omenempb~toapp)yfor 

this Corps but we -ure them that the existing SP and P Civil 

Service program is egpeeted to continue i n d w b l y .  

.- Yet thy mnsC e w c t  a rather long transition period 

, exteading well iaQ 1943. It woukl be an unbarable hardabip on 
the Seetion to a-pt an immediate universal dmnge; tbe WQ* 

~ w o m a n a r e ~ ~ ~ d o i n g i a t o o i m p o r t a n t t a & e w a r e f f o r t t o ~  

a period ofabwnee anddieorganiaation." 

LNDOCPRINATION AND TRAINING 

Fifty-nine women from OP-20-G were approved as officer 
candidates. OP-20-G submitted their names along with a request 
thak their Mockhations be staggered in order b avoid the loss of 
their services at one time. However, h e y  were informed that the 
first six women would report for indoctrination school on October 6, 
1942, and that the remaining candidates would report during 
November. This meant that a majority of the women wotlld be gone 
from the section for at least a month a d  that the efficiency and 
prodtion of the office would IH seriously affected. OP-20-G again 
requeskd the WAVES' indactrina tions be staggered by sending 
three smaller group every six weeks. They explained that delaying 
each group would ensure "that no serious disruption of very 
i m p o b t  work of a secret nature would occur as a result of the 
simultaneous detachment of 35 young women." Although the 
p u p  were not separated by the desired six weeks, they were 
shggered  by several weeks, alleviating some of OP-20-42's concern. 

The Army handpicked the men and women enrolled in their 
cryptographic mumis. Initially, the training was provided at Fort 
Moamouth, New Jersey, but was later transferred ta Vint Hill 
F m s  Station in V i a .  Those students who demonstrated the 
necessary skills within the first six w e e b  of cryptanalysis training 
continued on. They learned "cryptographic security, Army and staff 
organktion from a signal intelligence viewpoint, elementary and 
advanced cryptography, IBM theory and operation, code 



compilation, and the preparation of cryptanalytic work sheets. The . 
more advanced course also covered ... language instruction in 
Japanese, German, Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese,. . .and 
military cryptanalysis." 

The Navy provided cryptology classes in several colleges 
prior to the war in order ta create a pool of trained personnel. 
Baltimore's Goucher College trained a small group of Navy students. 
English professor Ola Winslow taught the secret cryptolw classes 
in a locked room on the top floor of Goucher Hall. After graduating, 
most chose to join the WAVES and went to Smith College or Mount 
Holyoke for additional Navy indoctrination. At least one graduate 
joined the WAC, and some chose to continue in cryptology in a 
civilian status.17 Other WAVES received their code training in a 
three-month course at Smith College. However, hundreds of 
positions in OP-20-G did not require cryptanalysis training. 
WAVES whose loyalty and test soores indicated eta ability for these 
jobs went straight from Hunter College boot camp to work in 
Washington, D.C. a 

GBI"rINC DOWN TO WORK 

The Army and Navy assigned the cryptographic graduates 
to their respective cryptanalysis offices. The Army made its SIS 
headquarters the Munitions Building in Washington, D.C. 
(Genevieve Grotjan made her break into the "Purple" code while 
stationed there.) But the growing demands for signals intelligence 
throughout the war required more personnel and more space. In 
1942 the SIS moved to a junior college for girls in Arlington, 
Virginia. It  k a m e  known as Arlington Hall and was the largest 
message center in the world. The Navy also needed larger spaces as 
it grew throughout the war. In February 1943, it relocated its 
cryptographic offices from the Navy Department building in 
Washington, D.C., to Mount Vernon Seminary just five miles away. 
This facility had also been a girls' school. It became known as the 
Naval Communications Annex. 



Here men and women, civilian and military, worked to 

break the CUM messages. Many had a background in mathematics. 
College graduate k h d  lacally a d  around the country applied 
their mathemtical ~ k i l l a  to the science of cryptology. The Navy's 
Enigma office (OP-20-GI-2(A)) was known as the "mce of College 
frofessors" because many of the oEcers were PhD!s and teachers." 

One of the best cryptanalysts of the time, Agnes Meyer 
Driseoll, worked for #he Navy as a civilian. Known to mme as *Miss 
Aggie," she too was a math teacher before j o i i  the Navy in 1918. 
The Navy introduced her h her life's work in cryptoIog~r. Following 
World War I, except for a few years in the 1920s when she worked for 
another cryptographic pioneer, Edvpard Hebern, Agnes continued in 
cryptology with the Navy and other organizations (including NSA) 
for the rest of her career. She is credited with making breaks into 
most of the Japanese naval orrdes OP-20-G worked on. 

Intha~ogsbewmwitbutpraua- Someaf 

her pupils, like Hnm Wright, were more able mathemticiana but 
she bad taught cryptanaly~is ta all of them, and none ever 

quwtioned her @talent and debrmhtion in breaking & 



a d  ciphera . . . Among her uniformed naval wlleaguea, she was 

held in the highat e m  throughout her long career, which 

continued from the office of naval eommunbtiom to the Armed 

Forces Sarctuity Agency, and then to the National Security 

Agency, before * retired in 1959.'~ 

Women a x e p a  into the eryptologic field were sworn to  
seereey. The penalty for discussing the work outside af approved 
channels could be death, as it was considered an act of treason 
during a time of war. One Wac still recalled more than frfty yews 
later, the first lecture she received: "Don't talk." The Army 
informed her and her fellow Wacs that no one was to know of their 
work Anyone caught discussing it would be b a t e d  as a spy and 
shotm The Navy gave their WAVES the same warning. Elizabeth 
Allen Butler, stationed at the Naval Communications Annex, wrote 
home in 1943, "As far as my telling you about m y  work. I can't. It's 
very secret, one of the most in the Navy. You Rave a terrible time 
getting into the place even with a uniform on and then you have to 
wear two badges and show them to the Marines who a& on guard at 
the front of the building." Constance McCready Rush described it 
this way; "Everything going on in our airless attic was so secret - 
more so than in some other areas of the building except the actual 
codebreaking rwrn - that only four or five high-ranking officers 
were allowed to enter." 88 

To help maintain the secrecy, neither the Army nor the 
Navy told the women how their work fit into the whole. WAVE 
Georgia Ludington explained, "We weren't supposed to  know 
anything. We just did something and it didn't all fit in. We didn't 
know the big picture." aS The actual cryptanalysts knew how their 
achievements aided the men overseas, but the Wacs in the Seeond 
Signal Service Battalion intercepting coded messages and the 
WAVES operating the cryptanalytic macines rarely learned the 
results of their efforts. 

Women assigned to the Second Signal Service Battalion 
received training on radio hhrcepting and morse code transcribing 



of katakana, a syllabic form of Japanese writing. The' training 
emphasized that they couldn't make mistakes. I f  they didn't 
understand or hear a portion of the code, they were not to guess. It 
was better to have a blank, indicated by three dots (...I, than to have 
an incarred letter. A wrong guess could affect the cryptanalyst's 
ability to break the message. The Wacs' transcriptions were 
forwarded to Arlington Hall  fox analysis, decryption, and 
translation. But the intercept operator never knew the details of the 
messages she copied, nor if she had soruehow helped a mission or a 
soldier. 

THE BOMBE 

The Navy also told their WAVES as little as possible in 
order to maintain secrecy. They sent some 600 newly inducted 
WAVES, along with 200 men, to Dayton, Ohio, to  help build and 
train on the cryptanalytic Bombes. These machines were ta be used 
to help break German messages enciphered on an Enigma machine. 
Each Bombe required sixty-four rotors to be wired t@ match the 
rotors actually used in the Germans' Enigma. WAVES performed 
this task. Each woman was given a wiring diagram for one side of 
the twesided rotor. She spent her eight-hour shift soldering wires to 
rotors. Another WAVE soldered the other side. This arrangement 
maintained the secrecy of the rotor wirings. No WAVE would have 
knowledge of both sides of any rotor. 

Eventually, the Navy built 120 Bombes and sent them to the 
Naval Communications Annex. Here, women began operating the 
machines. Three shifts of women ran them twenty-four hours a day. 
The work was noisy and hot, but the Navy had impressed upon them 
the importance of their work, without ever explaining how their 
work fit into. the whole cryptanalytic effort. Commander Gilman 
McDonnell, a supervisor on the Bombe deck, recalled an incident in 
which a rotor solution, known as a jackpot, was accidently thrown 
out. The resulting delay made it apparent to the chief of the Bombe 



operations, John Howard, that some kind of explanation was 
necessary. 

Eventually we got the answer and then they realized that 

that wheel order had already basn run and should've been a 

jackpot. Well, it had obviously been thrown in the h b a g  by 

mistake. So John got permission from his superiors to tell the girls 

something to give them some sense of how important the-work 

wm. 

We shut down operationsfor about tsn minutes and he got up 

on a c h i r  in t h e  middle ofthe operations area, He didn't h l l  them 

specifically what they were doing, but mid they were attacking an 

enemy cipher and it was a'very important job. . . . And #atr# all 

they knew.H 



THE SECOND SIGNAL SBRYfCE BATTAUON 

Unlike many occupations women entered during the war, 
cryptology was never a traditionally male job. Since the beginning 
of permanent cipher bureaus following World War I,  women 
civilians had worked in the Army and Navy code rooms. There were 
other positions in the intelligence field, however, that had always 
been filled by men, such as the radio intercept operators. Women 
proved repeatedly that they could do the work as capably as, and 
sometimes better than, the men they replaced. A WAC staff 
director, reporting on the Wacs in the Second Signal Service 
Battalion, said, "It was proven over and over again that women were 
far better equipped than men for routine but detailed work." 

Operations trick, Bnd Signal Service Elattalion (soldiers' and Wacs), 
approximately 1943. The battalion was I a c W  in Vint Hill Farms Station, 

Virginia. (Note the barn in the background.) 



Women in the Army's Second Signal Service Battalion 
worked as high-speed radio operators, teletype operators, 
switchboard operators, cryptographic code clerks, cryptanalysts, and 
route clerks. They intercepted and forwarded coded enemy messages 
to SIS headquarters where other Wacs, soldiers, and civilians 
worked to break them. Arlington Hall analyzed, decoded, 
translated, interpreted, and distributed these messages. They were 
also responsible for the security of American mrnmunications and 
had a branch devoted entirely to that endeavor. The Second Signal 
Service Battalion monitored the U.S. Army radio transmissions 
looking for poor communications practices which would make it 
easier for the enemy to decrypt U.S. messages. 

TRAVEL AND WORKING CONDITIONS 

The Signal Corps sent Wacs to various countries in Europe 
and North Africa: England, Italy, France, Algeria, and others. 
Female Signal Corps personnel in Europe reached soms 1,700, This 
number accounted for nearly one quarter of the Wacs stationed in 
that theater, though not all were involved in cryptographic work.% 
Considerably fewer women specializing in communications were 
assigned to the Pacific Theater. However, Signal Intelligence 
Service assigned Wacs to New Guinea, Australia, the Philippines, 
and other locations as the Americans gained control of h e  South 
P a ~ ~ c . ~  The Boyce Report described these 120 Wacs with the SIS in 
the Southwest Pacific area as "highly skilled technicians" and their 
work to be of a highly secret nature.a8 

Even though many WAVES expressed a desire to go, the law 
did not allow WAVES to be stationed overseas, not even in Hawaii. 
OP-20-G male personnel were stationed throughout the world, but 
only a handful of women were assigned outside the contiguous 
United States. Most WAVES working in cryptography were 
assigned to the Naval Annex on Nebraska Avenue in Washington, 
I1.C. By February 1944, nearly 3,000 WAVES were stationed 
there.% Some WAVES worked in cryptanalysis, communication 



security, or translation. However, the majority of the women 
operated the cryptanalytic Bombes. 

Life was not always easy for the women. Shift work duties 
interrupted regular sleeping and eating habits, which led to halth- 
related problems. Women working the midnight to 8:00 A.M. shtfk 
found it difficult to sleep while their barraek-mates conducted 
normal daytime activities. For the Wacs, only Arlington H a l  
managed to arrange cubicle housing, placing four women in a 
cubicle ratber than in barracks.30 The Navy's WAVE Quarters "D," 
across the street from their communications facility, had several 
barracks to house more than 4,000 WAVES. Each of the four 
original buildinge housed over 100 women on two floors. Eighty-four 
women shared one large room. They slept in bunk beds and kept 
their belongings in a steel locker. Realizing that morale was highly 
dependent on living conditions, the Navy built cubicle-style housing 
as Quarters " D  e~panded.~' 

One ofour biggest problems was that of shift workemii,. . we 

had to watch their health carefully. There was always the danger 

of emotional upsets caused by difficult #leeping arrangementss' 

Throughout the S i l  Corps, Wacs' illnesses appeared to be 
related more to the hours than to the work itself. However, some 
preferred to blame the stress on the need for accuracy and security. 

The only mapr problem in WAC employment encountered by 

t h e  theater was that of the Signal Corp Warn. By midsummer of 

1944, women in this work began t o  suffer from fatigue and 

depression; their sick rate was twice as high as other W a d ,  and 

morale wap low. The theater chief signal officer diagnosed the 

fatigue as kaaulting from working Iong hours over s period of 

several months under pressure mused by the necassity for speed 

and A t y  in handling mesaageq and the realization of the 

operational importance of every duty they perfom' WAC and 

Medicel Corps officets falt that the difficulty was due, not to the 

work itself, but to the lack of leaves or furloughs, the rotatiog 



ahifta ao short that aslseping habitenever became adjusted,and the 

long houra of &-duty training io o t b r  Signal ~ o r p s  wor k.ss 

WAVE Lieutenant Sylvia Rosenwasaer and Commander 
McDonnell corrobrated the opinion that living conditions, and not 
the work itself, caused the problems. They confirmed that the 
WAVES on the Bombe deck were feeling stress not from their work 
but rather from the lack of privacy and the acljustment to a different 
life-style.3b Also, civilian women performed many of the same duties 
as sume Signal Corps Wacs and yet were not sick as often. The major 
difference was that civilians ate and slept regularly, took routine 
vacations, and lived in private housing. 

Living conditions for Wacs stationed overseas were 
frequently less than desirable. They lived in whatever facilities 
were available - schmls, factories, local homes, but mostly in tents. 

The Wacs stationed in the Southwest f acific area suffered 
the most. The climate in New Guinea and similar segions was 
extremely hot and humid. Supplies of Iightweight uniforms were 
nearly unavailable, and Wacs were forced t o  wear heavy winter 
clothing. The women wore long pants to protect against malaria- 
carrying mosquitoes. But the perspiration and damp clothing 
resulted in a higher rate of skin diseases. Rather than wear all the 
protective clothing and suffer the heat, some women chose b take 
their chances with the mosquitoes. As a result, women contracted 
malaria more often than their male counterparts, who were issued 
the bng, yet lightweight u n i f ~ r m s . ~ ~  

Despite the stress, monotony, heat, noise, lack of privacy, 
and hours of their work, women in crypblogy enjoyed their work and 
their military duty. Lieutenant Rosenwasfier remembers, "They 
were very devoted and very caring and [had] a wonderful esprit de 
corps. They were proud of their uniforms and proud of being in the 
navy." S6 



Few memoirs written by Wacs and WAVES .conducting' 
cryptologic work include details of their jobs. This is undoubtedly 
due in some part to the ingraimd need for secrecy. However, the 
women rarely wrote of their hardships. Some made note of the 
difficulty sleeping during the day, others of the harsh overseas 
climata. But these are only small pssages in their books. Moat 
remembered and wrote about the lifelong friendahips they developed 
a d  the eqjoyable hours they spent exploring the cities and villagesi 
near their stations. For these young women, their time in the 
service was an opportunity to experience people, places, and, in some 
cases, cultures khey could never have wen at home. 

While many of the civilian women remained to carry on the 
work of providing and protecting vital information, most 
mrvicewomen chose to leave the cryptologic field at the conclusion of 
the war. They, like their brothers,  husband^, boyfriends, and 
neighbors, had done their part to serve their country. A WAC 
commander reprted, 'When demobilization came, my women swore 
they would never come back to the War Department or to shift work, 
but about 25 percent eventually did - as civilians." '' Even though 
the servicewomen were happy to leave, they were still quite proud of 
the work they had done. 

I feel that what I did was wwtbwhiIe in helping to w h  ths 

war,mn &gatWtImeImmam@am,tInyeoginths 

wheel. The breaking of the Japanese code wm our finest hour, and 

I will alwaya be proud o f  being part of that, small as my part 

wa&= 

Thousands of women helped to win  World War I1 through 
their cryptologic efforts. Few wiIl know the significance of their 
contribution or of the lives they helped save, Alhugh women have 
long been a part of cryptu1ogic history, even before the %ad World 
War, the presence of servicewomen in cryptology allowed others b 
follow. Their dedication and abilities proved, to more than one 



doubting male commander, that women could mow khan adequately 
do this exacting, detailed, arid important work. They left behind a 

strong legacy, allowing thousands of women to follow in their 
footsteps. These women played vital roles throughout the Cold War 
era and will continue ta bring their talents, skills, and abilities to 
eryphlogy , one of th; nation's mast secret sciences. 

By Jennifer Wilcox 
March 1998 
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